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What does the blood of plague-infected bodies look like under a microscope? Since
Alexandre Yersin’s and Kitasato Shibasaburō’s simultaneous discovery of the plague
bacillus in Hong Kong in 1894, we have a very specific answer to this question because
we already know what to look for: a rod-shaped anaerobic microorganism known as
Yersinia pestis. Photographs show us what this virulent bacillus looks like in blood and
tissue samples examined in the laboratory with high-powered instruments. The
bacteriological understanding of plague made the late 19th-century microscope an
instrument of revelation.1 It showed us a microbe invisible to the naked eye. This important
discovery makes it hard for us to imagine looking through a microscope and not seeing
Yersinia pestis. The sciences of microbiology, bacteriology, and virology and the
emergence of germ theory all inform our modern understanding of plague, just as
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antibiotics transformed a once untreatable disease with a high mortality rate into a
relatively rare but serious occurrence that we have a good chance of surviving. The
microscope, however, was not invented by modern scientists in white laboratory coats but
emerged in the 17th century when plague was a recurrent epidemic disease with no known
cure. What did the first generation of experimenters to use this new and imperfect
instrument think it might do for them? How did it shape their understanding of plague as
an early modern contagion?
In 1653, the French physician and chemist Pierre Borel (ca. 1620–71) became the first
person to describe blood under the microscope. “Animals in the shape of dolphins or
whales swim in human blood as if in a red ocean.”2 In the next few years, he observed more
bodily fluids under the microscope. “In anatomy many things can be observed with the
microscope, namely, the white corpuscles in serum and chyle which are not found in urine,
the valves of the pores, vessels and veins, etc.”3
Borel published 100 observations with his microscope in 1656. He investigated tiny
animals in the human nose and a variety of ailments—the intensely itchy red skin of
scabies, gonorrhea’s discharge, and the pustules (variolae) symptomatic of highly
contagious and often fatal diseases that produced skin eruptions. He continued to examine
blood under the microscope. “Furthermore, it is reported as a certainty that worms have
been found in the blood of feverish patients.” Borel concluded that the microscope was
potentially useful “in observing the signs of sickness.”4 By identifying otherwise invisible
symptoms, physicians could diagnosis more quickly. Borel never specifically mentioned
plague, but his curiosity about pustules and fevers suggests an interest in understanding
some of its classic symptoms with the aid of a microscope.
Galileo initially envisioned the microscope as a reverse telescope with a convex and
concave lens. In 1610, the Scottish medical student and mathematician John Wedderburn
described Galileo examining the parts of tiny animals “with a small perspective glass” (ex
perspicillo) in Padua. Galileo subsequently described the potential uses of “a telescope
adapted to see the closest objects” in The Assayer (1623).5 Around 1620, the Dutch inventor
Cornelis Drebbel decided to create his version of a compound microscope with two convex
lenses, polishing them finely using a glass-grinding machine of his own invention. When
Galileo came to Rome in April 1624, there were two examples of the Dutch microscope in
Cardinal Scipione Cobelluzzi’s possession and one wasn’t working. Galileo examined it
carefully and incorporated what he learned into a redesign of his own microscope. In May
1624, Galileo was already boasting of “an eyeglass that multiplies these minute things
perhaps 50,000 times, in such a way that a fly appears as big as a hen.”6
Less than a year later, the German physician and naturalist Johan Faber, who observed a
fly with Galileo to his great astonishment, decided to call it a “microscope.”7 Like Galileo,
Faber was a member of the Accademia de’ Lincei, the Roman scientific academy founded
by Federico Cesi in 1603. Eager to demonstrate what this new instrument could do, in 1625
2
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the Linceans published some microscopic illustrations of the bee. Faber described the new
“microscope” (microscopium) in print in 1628, describing Galileo’s version but especially
praising the one “made with great skill and craft by two Germans who brought it to my
house and presented it to me.”8 Their microscope was inspired by Kepler’s improvements
on the telescope and initially showed images in reverse. Drebbel was working with the
Kuffler brothers, Dutch artisans from Faber’s native Cologne. Giles and Johannes Sibertus
(a Padua MD) presented the microscope to Faber after their brother Jacob died of plague
in Rome in November 1622.9 This is why he considered it a German invention.
For the next few years, Linceans between Rome and Naples discussed their improvements
on the original instrument and tested its applications. Galileo’s interest quickly faded; he
was not a naturalist by inclination and probably recognized the limits of his ability to
compete with talented microscopists. After seeing one of the Kuffler brothers demonstrate
their microscope in Naples in June 1625, the Lincean naturalist Fabio Colonna collaborated
with the astronomer Francesca Fontana to create an even better compound microscope than
the Dutch version. A year later, they had an instrument that resolved chromatic aberration
“without the eye suffering any glare like that of the Cologne craftsmen” but it didn’t
magnify much. They experimented with a much smaller version that “magnifies objects
significantly” by showing them in reverse.10 Versions of these microscopes arrived in
Rome along with new drawings of bees, full of detailed anatomical observations that no
one could yet see in 1625. The Lincean Francesco Stelluti published three drawings of the
bee seen from three different positions, with many individual parts carefully labeled, in his
1630 translation of the Roman poet and satirist Persius. He described making his
observations with Colonna and Fontana in Naples, and subsequently engraving Fontana’s
drawings in Rome.11
Thus by 1630, the year of a major plague outbreak in many parts of Italy, the microscope
was an instrument that promised many new discoveries. Even Galileo’s longtime
adversary, the Jesuit astronomer Christoph Scheiner, praised “that remarkable instrument
the microscope” for making visible things “which escape the acuteness of the eye because
of their extreme smallness.”12 Cesi predicted that the microscope would yield further
discoveries with time, knowledge, and skill. “There are still other much smaller things yet,
which escape and elude even the sharpest of instruments constructed by us.”13 What his
generation began, others would complete. In 1646, Fontana boldly claimed to have
invented the compound microscope in 1618, citing his 1625 observations as proof of his
priority. No one was persuaded that the glory belonged to him alone. Fontana observed
different insects, grains of sand, and dust, but the medical, let alone epidemiological uses
of the microscope were not yet of interest.14
The idea of studying plague under the microscope emerged in Rome in the mid-17th
century when the German Jesuit polymath, Athanasius Kircher (1602–80)—a reader of
Fontana, Scheiner, and the Lincean publications using the microscope—decided to put this
instrument to the test during an epidemic.15 Countway Medical Library’s two copies of the
3
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original edition of Kircher’s Scrutinium physico-medicum contagiosae luis, qui pestis
dicatur (Physico-Medical Examination of the Contagious Pestilence Called the Plague,
Rome, 1658), one owned by Würzburg physician and medical historian Johann Baptist
Scharold (1802–82), the other by Harvard embryologist and medical professor Frederic
Thomas Lewis (1875–1951), who helped create the Ernst-Lewis Collection of
Microscopes, reminds us how 19th and 20th-century physicians collected historical
materials that they perceived to be foundational to a modern understanding of science and
medicine.16 The reality of Kircher’s plague book is far more complicated and therefore
much more interesting. Kircher was no baroque bacteriologist, but he certainly was the first
person to wonder what the blood of plague victims looked like, examine it under a
microscope, and publish the results.

Plague in the Eternal City
At the beginning of 1658, Athanasius Kircher brought to conclusion a treatise that he
completed while the experience of the Roman plague of 1656–57 was still fresh in
everyone’s memory. Kircher’s Examination of Plague (fig. 1) was one of many
publications to emerge from an epidemic which killed approximately 9500 inhabitants of
the Eternal City, about 8% of the overall population.17 Divided into three parts, it described
the origins, causes, and effects; the nature of plague and the course of this disease; and
prophylactics, preventive measures, and the potential for a cure. It was both a local
chronicle of an epidemic and a global history of plague. Kircher concluded his treatise with
a chronology of noteworthy plagues since the Flood, demonstrating his interest in history
and antiquity.
The Examination of Plague represents Kircher’s only foray into a medical subject of
pressing interest during a century in which major outbreaks of plague devastated many
cities throughout western Europe, Britain, and the Ottoman empire.18 Dedicated to
Alexander VII (Fabio Chigi, 1655–67) who became pope the year before plague returned
to Rome, Kircher’s Examination of Plague was the first plague treatise to base its
conclusions on the use of a microscope.19 The majority of his analysis did not rest on this
fact. Kircher synthesized a great deal of information from earlier accounts of plague,
disease, and contagion, conversations with physicians and surgeons, and his own research
on the unseen causes of natural phenomena, natural and diabolic magic, alchemy and
transmutation, and astral influences. As a result, the Examination of Plague is a curious
and contradictory work, full of observations and insights, attempting to do something new
yet deeply invested in traditional ways of understanding the mysterious pathways of a
devastating disease.
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Figure 1. Title page, Athanasius Kircher’s Examination of Plague, written at the end of the
1656–57 Roman epidemic. Countway Library, Harvard University.

Roman publishing was a very intimate world. Vitale Mascardi, the Roman publisher who
produced the Examination of Plague, was nephew and heir of Giacomo Mascardi, who
printed Cesi’s, Faber’s, and Stelluti’s broadsheets and books in which they described their
microscopic research.20 Vitale’s shop was on the Corso, near the church of Santa Maria in
Via Lata and a stone’s throw from the Roman College, the main educational institution of
the Society of Jesus. Kircher taught mathematics and Oriental languages at the Roman
College in the early years after his arrival in Rome in 1634 until his celebrity led his
superiors to release him from formal instruction to devote more time to his research and
numerous publications; he inaugurated the Roman College Museum in 1651, full of natural
and ethnographic curiosities and many intriguing instruments and machines. Mascardi had
already produced Kircher’s Oedipus Aegyptiacus (Egyptian Oedipus, 1652–55), the third
edition of his Magnes sive de arte magnetica (Lodestone or the Magnetic Art, 1654), and
other Roman plague treatises. He was a publisher of convenience though not the only
Roman publisher Kircher used; in 1661, Kircher decided to publish in Amsterdam with
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Johannes Jansonnius to reach a more international market, but his plague book was initially
a very Roman project.21
In May 1656, plague arrived in Rome from the south where an epidemic was devastating
the Kingdom of Naples. Kircher described the Neapolitan outbreak as the “most dreadful
and unheralded plague in all the centuries,” writing that it claimed “about 300,000” lives.22
Current estimates suggest that it was closer to 200,000, approximately half of Naples’s
inhabitants.23 Rome was on full alert. The “pestilential Hydra” came through the many
different arteries connecting these two adjacent states: the ports of Nettuno and
Civitavecchia, the Roman Campagna, the customshouse at Ripa, the poor neighborhoods
along the Tiber, and the Roman hospitals.24 The pope was determined not to have Rome
suffer the fate of Naples. On May 21, the Health Commission headed by Monsignor
Girolamo Gastaldi closed eight of the city’s twelve gates, ordered chains stretched across
the Tiber to prevent ships from entering, and suspended trade with Naples.25 They created
a cordon sanitaire, temporarily closing the city off from the rest of the world.
To further contain the spread of contagion within the city, on June 23, 1656, a dramatic
decision was made to quarantine Trastevere, the working-class neighbor of artisans and
immigrants along the Tiber. In less than a day, the Congregation of Health sealed all the
gates, alleys, and windows and built a wall isolating this neighborhood from the rest of
Rome. Trastevere’s approximately 6,000 inhabitants were now shut in and Cardinal
Francesco Barberini was put in charge of this district. The Roman College was also put
under quarantine that day since students had begun to show symptoms and two coadjutors
(assistants assigned to the students) died.26 On July 18, the Roman ghetto was also placed
under quarantine. Numerous other public health measures were enacted—Gastaldi
retrospectively published 260 regulations related to this outbreak.27 The entire Isola
Tibertina, the island at the southern bend of the Tiber near Trastevere, became a public
health zone, temporarily housing the lazaretto (plague hospital) of San Bartolomeo and
using its other buildings to accommodate those suspected of plague or recovering from it.
It was not the only pesthouse—throughout the city and just beyond the walls, churches,
monasteries, hospitals, and prisons were repurposed to meet the needs of a city in crisis
(see fig. 2). At the height of the epidemic, an open tent near the hospital of Santo Spirito,
just a stone’s throw from St Peter’s, accommodated plague victims. Roman printers, artists,
and engravers rushed to depict the city’s transformation making the 1656–57 outbreak one
of the most well-documented plague epidemics.28
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Figure 2. Rome Under Quarantine, 1656–57. Giovanni Giacomo de Rossi, Episodes in the
Plague of Rome, 1656 (Rome, 1657), Wellcome Collection/CC BY 4.0.

Many Roman aristocrats fled the city to more salubrious locations such as the Castelli
Romani, the fertile volcanic hill towns south of the city. Queen Christina of Sweden, who
arrived in Rome to great fanfare in December 1655 after her abdication of her throne and
conversion from Lutheranism to Roman Catholicism, had Kircher show her the curiosities
of the Roman College Museum, then hastily decamped for Paris. Others were not so
fortunate. Plague “struck down important people and reduced places to solitude,” observed
the Roman virtuoso Cassiano dal Pozzo in October 1656; he would die in his home on Via
dei Chiavari at the end of the epidemic.29 Both Poussin and Bernini lost relatives; even
Donna Olimpia Pamphili, the formidable sister-in-law of the previous pope Innocent X,
died at her country estate near Viterbo in September 1657. The pope remained in Rome
but took all due precautions. Alexander VII retreated to the Quirinale with his inner circle
of advisors, artists, and architects, occasionally descending from the palace to bless the city
and its inhabitants, in a papal plague suit and hat treated with French prophylactic powder
just in case God alone did not keep him free from contagion. Kircher credited the pope’s
“piety, prudence, and incredible care and solicitude” as the reason why the Eternal City did
not suffer the fate of Naples.30 Alexander VII became the Hercules who slayed the hydra
of disease, liberating Rome from plague in August 1657 and subsequently transforming
the Eternal City into a glittering cultural capital.31
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Curiosity and Faith Under Quarantine
Locked inside the Roman College, Kircher contemplated the “grim silence of the city.”32
He found himself unable to carry on business as usual while “a ferocious plague ruled the
entire city.”33 The visitors who normally took up so much of his time, eager to see the
Roman College Museum, had gone away. Kircher’s numerous projects and publications,
which earned him great fame as an author capable of unlocking nature’s secrets and
solving ancient mysteries of civilizations past, no longer seemed urgent. The steady flow
of letters arriving from the four corners of the world, full of erudite questions demanding
learned responses and news of his latest books, slowed to a trickle.
On July 20, 1657, responding to a correspondent who had sent a letter in February, Kircher
explained how impossible it was to receive communications during quarantine with “every
road to the city barricaded” and all commerce suspended.34 People also worried that letters
were contagious. In his Examination of Plague, Kircher wrote that mail “contained plague
in its innermost fiber for a long time.”35 Soaking it in vinegar or fumigating with smoke
might quell contagion but he recalled the chemical physician Jan Baptista van Helmont’s
warning that touching infected letters with your fingers posed a great risk. It was best not
to open the mail, even if it managed to circumvent quarantine.
When plague arrived, Kircher had just completed the Itinerarium ecstaticum (Ecstatic
Voyage). Mascardi printed it early in quarantine, with an effusive dedication to Queen
Christina dated June 1, 1656.36 Kircher was writing his Mundus subterraneus
(Subterranean World, 1664–65), an ambitious account of the nature and workings of the
geocosm. Uncertain when it would be completed, Kircher had Mascardi publish a
preview—the Iter extaticum II qui & mundu subterranei prodromus dicitur (Second
Ecstatic Voyage that is Called Forerunner to the Subterranean World, 1657). Once this was
done, he stepped back to reflect on how quickly and dramatically his world had changed
because of plague. By 1657, Kircher found himself in an unusually contemplative mode,
practicing Ignatian spiritual exercises during an epidemic: “isolated from a fair number of
my usual learned subjects, I passed into the deepest recess of solitude in which now, a little
while ago, I conceived in my mind the topic of the origin of plague, indeed, I will try to
explain it with active and useful effort.”37 The idea of researching and writing a plague
treatise, as a response to this moment, began to take shape.
God may have illuminated the path forward, but conversations with Roman physicians and
surgeons as well as Kircher’s own intellectual interests guided the next steps. From the
relative safety of the Roman College, Kircher observed the challenges medical
practitioners faced and their perplexity in understanding the causes of plague. If medicine
alone did not provide answers, could a man of faith and science offer something more?
Kircher’s reputation for deciphering the indecipherable made him a natural consultant
during an epidemic in which no one had certain answers. “Everyone sought out my
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judgment, however feeble, of the true cause of the plague,” he declared.38 His response was
to mobilize different aspects of his research to explain why plague was such a highly
contagious and seemingly inscrutable disease, making its unseen pathways visible. The
natural more than the supernatural interested him. Thus, in 1657, Kircher temporarily
became a disease detective, using all the tools he could muster to decipher plague.39
At the height of the epidemic, Kircher was largely a bystander. He was not among the
clerics tending the sick poor. The Society of Jesus began as an urban ministry in Rome,
with Loyola recommending that novices test their vocation in the city’s hospitals, but the
growth of its educational mission led the late 16th-century Jesuit leadership to encourage
sending most Jesuits and their students out of the city, leaving only a few behind to
safeguard the buildings in a self-imposed quarantine. Flight was permissible if you were a
Jesuit. Even the 1605 beatification of Luigi Gonzaga, who died in his quarters at the Roman
College in 1591 after tending plague victims during the 1590–91 outbreak and whose
remains were venerated (leading to his canonization in 1726 and modern role as the patron
saint of AIDS victims and caregivers), did not inspire the Jesuits to see caring for the sick
as their primary mission.40 They had been reluctant to let Gonzaga risk his life and
prohibited him from returning to the pesthouse where the danger was greatest. Little
wonder that Camillo de Lellis, who studied at the Roman College, ultimately founded the
Ministers of the Sick (more commonly known as the Camillans), approved by Gregory XV
in 1591, to ensure that there was a religious order devoted exclusively to the sick poor. He
too was canonized, in 1746.41
Since neither became a saint in Kircher’s lifetime, he could not advise readers to ask for
their merciful intercession. Nonetheless, his chronology of plague outbreaks included an
entry for 1591: “The plague of Rome that emerged from a famine killed 60,000 people.”42
Kircher recommended prayers to Mary and well-known plague saints, Sebastian, Roche,
and Rosalia. Saint Rosalia’s bones were carried in procession through the streets of
Palermo during the 1624 outbreak and her healing miracles were recently invoked during
COVID-19.43 During the Roman epidemic, Cardinal Francesco Barberini commissioned a
high altarpiece of Saint Roche for the Ripa district. In 1656, Prince Maffeo Barberini asked
Carlo Maratti to create a painting of Saint Rosalia interceding for victims of the plague in
Palestrina, which the artist completed in 1668.44 Kircher demonstrated an awareness of the
local importance of Saint Rosalia as her thaumaturgic powers spread beyond Sicily to the
Eternal City.
Kircher also encouraged people to pray to the recently canonized Jesuit saints, Ignatius of
Loyola and Francis Xavier, and to Saint Carlo Borromeo. During the 1575–76 plague
epidemic in Milan, Borromeo had been critical of Jesuit priorities yet he famously gave
Gonzaga first communion and surely inspired him to test his faith by tending to plague
victims.45 The Society actively promoted Borromeo’s cult but also defended their acts of
charity during the 1656–57 plague by publishing a detailed account of all the Jesuits in the
Neapolitan and Roman provinces who died assisting others.46 It was not a long list for
9
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Rome but nonetheless an opportunity to make the case that some Jesuits left the Roman
College and the Casa Professa (the Jesuit residence next to the church of Il Gesù) to offer
communion to the sick. Kircher surely knew all this when he encouraged readers to turn to
other unnamed holy mediators. Countway Library’s copy of his Examination of Plague
reminds us of its religious uses as well. An inscription inside the front cover copies out the
beginning of a prayer to Saint Ildefonso from the Roman Missal in a 17th-century hand
(fig. 3). In 1657, some Roman Jesuits included this saint in their prayers.47

Figure 3. Prayer to Saint Ildefonso inside the cover of Kircher’s Examination of Plague:
“God, who by the most glorious mother of your son, adorned the blessed Ildefonso, your
confessor and Pontiff, with a gift …”. Countway Library, Harvard University.

The Microscope in an Epidemic
The promise of science more than the certainty of faith intrigued Kircher as he
contemplated plague. His plague treatise brought together many different strands of his
research, starting with the role of the instrument that assisted his plague research. In his
Ars magna lucis et umbrae (Great Art of Light and Shadow, 1646), Kircher described using
a simple microscope—a gift from Cardinal Giovanni Carlo de’ Medici—to magnify fleas,
mites, and hair. He cited his fellow German Jesuit Scheiner and Fontana, who was closely
affiliated with the Neapolitan Jesuits. Kircher included an image of his flea-glass (fig. 4),
calling it a Smicrocopium so that he, too, could be credited with naming the instrument.
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Figure 4. Kircher’s simple microscope. Athanasius Kircher, Ars magna lucis et umbrae
(Rome, 1646). Courtesy Special Collections, Stanford University Library.

Kircher’s brief remarks on what to observe under the microscope offered nothing new in
comparison with the observations done in the 1620s, save for one crucial comment. “I omit
here many wonders … in the verminous blood of the fever-ridden, and countless other
things forever unknown to physicians and not penetrated by a single physician, that can
now be known.”48
The Roman medical community surely inspired this idea. Kircher was already thinking
about the medical uses of the microscope before Borel published his observations, which
is why Borel cited Kircher’s use of the microscope in his own observations and replicated
some of his experiments.49 In the decade before plague returned, Kircher was anticipating
the future possibilities of the microscope as a diagnostic instrument.
In 1657, as plague assaulted Rome, Kircher’s disciple Gaspar Schott published his own
account of Kircher’s early microscopic investigations from the Jesuit College at Würzburg.
Describing the microscope as one of the greatest inventions of their century, Schott, who
spent 1652–55 in Rome, recalled repeating these experiments with Kircher at the Roman
College. “He saw these things not just once with the microscope, and showed others—fleas
penetrated by other extremely small fleas that, one supposes, annoy them with their bite
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and perhaps free them with their noxious blood, just as they do to us.”50 Thus, by the time
Kircher used the microscope to investigate plague, he prepared his readers to see it as a
miraculous instrument capable of showing things inside and on the surface of the body that
no one had previously seen.
Where did Kircher get his microscopes? Schott offered a plausible source when he wrote:
“Eustachio Divini makes a most excellent microscope of this kind in Rome, now cited
frequently by me above.”51 Divini established a workshop near Piazza Navona around 1646
and became Rome’s foremost instrument-maker. He was renowned for his association with
the Roman Galileans and probably trained his younger rival, Giuseppe Campani, who
arrived in Rome in the early 1650s; Campani and his elder brother Matteo enjoyed an
international reputation for their knowledge of optics and precision lenses but did not make
microscopes until about 1660.52 Both competed for Alexander VII’s patronage. One of
them created an undated handwritten sheet of instructions for the pope on how to use the
microscope with carefully labelled illustrations to demonstrate how to adjust the lenses for
different magnifications. The highest resolution “will serve for objects imperceptible to the
eye.”53 It is tempting to envision the pope sharing Kircher’s curiosity about plague under
the microscope.
The microscope that Kircher used in 1657 may have more closely resembled the ones
depicted by another Jesuit, Filippo Buonanni, in his catalogue of the Musaeum
Kircherianum (1709). Buonanni restored the Roman College collection after becoming its
second curator in 1698 (fig. 5). Whether a screw barrel design, or a series of nested tubes,
Kircher’s plague microscope was certainly compound. Kircher claimed it could magnify
1,000x—a virtual impossibility but since Divini declared only a few years later that his
microscopes enlarged the smallest things “many thousands of times,” he was not the only
scholar prone to exaggeration!54 Historians of this instrument feel that it was closer to
32x.55 Certainly large enough to see something but what exactly? The only thing we know
for certain is that he did not see the Yersinia pestis bacillus, which awaited the laboratory
revolution in medicine and higher resolution microscopes at the end of the 19th century.56
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Figure 5. Compound Microscopes in the Kircherian Museum. Filippo Buonanni, Musaeum
Kircherianum sive Musaeum a P. Athanasio Kirchero in Collegio Romano Societatis Jesu
(Rome, 1709). Courtesy of Special Collections, Stanford University Library.

Kircher confidently presented six “conclusive experiments” (experimenta consectaria)
performed with a microscope. He attributed his success in seeing the invisible not only to
the precision of the instrument but his skill in using it. “However, do not suppose that the
microscope must be common, but carefully made by an accurate and skillful hand; mine is
the kind that represents objects a thousand times greater than they are in themselves.”57
Five experiments involved no direct observations of pestilential matter but offered
experimental proof of the spontaneous generation of insects and small worms invisible to
the naked eye, just as ancient authors such as Aristotle and Pliny had written; the sixth
raised the possibility of the human body as a site of spontaneous generation. “Truly, a dead
body foul with decay is a breeding ground for worms.”58 The presence of microscopic
organisms became the proof that corruption of matter occurred, allowing researchers to
pinpoint the sources of contagion.
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In order to put plague under the microscope, Kircher needed access to the effluvia from
plague-infected bodies. “I confess that I am not a physician,” he reminded his readers.59
The answer was to collaborate with a physician, Giulio Piacenti, who was indeed on the
streets and in the hospitals trying to care for patients. Piacenti’s name appears on an
October 1656 list of physicians in Rome, stating that he was posted “past the Chiavica del
Bufalo,” in other words, near one of the city’s main sewers.60 Describing “the dissection
of a bubo swarming with countless miniscule worms breeding,” Kircher praised Piacenti’s
skill as a physician and presented him as a witness who could corroborate these
observations.61 Piacenti is also the likely source of the “putrid blood” Kircher observed
with his microscope about an hour after bloodletting, declaring it to be equally crowded
with worms. He underscored the importance of seeing things “before and after death.”62
Thus, it does seem that Kircher eventually exited the Roman College as the epidemic
waned, primarily to collect samples for his experimental observations. Whether he was
wearing his own version of the baroque hazmat suit that this epidemic made famous with
its engraving of the Roman plague doctor (fig. 6)63 is anybody’s guess.

Figure 6. “Doctor Beak of Rome” or the Roman Plague Doctor, 1656. Public domain via
Wikimedia Commons.
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Kircher’s explanation of plague drew upon a Christian theology of sin and penitence,
Hippocratic understanding of disease and environment, Galen’s account of poisons and
their antidotes, and Paracelsian chemical medicine, which discarded the humoral notion
that the cure must be the antithesis of the disease, instead emphasizing the role of
sympathies rather than antipathies.64 Kircher reminded his readers that he had fully
explored the unseen forces of attraction at a distance in nature in his work on magnetism;
he referred to his earlier explanations of tarantism, the Apulian dance reputed to cure the
tarantula’s bite.65 Citing his Ecstatic Journey to remind readers of his recent (if
controversial) work on astronomy, Kircher reiterated the classic distinction between
immediate physical causes and remote causes such as divine providence and the heavens.
The poisons, pollutions, and exhalations of the earth and its ability to spontaneously
generate living things made excellent use of his research towards the Subterranean World.
He also used his microscope to examine spontaneously generated creatures and the
corruption of matter in this publication. Ultimately, Kircher sought to demonstrate why a
multifaceted approach to an awful and unknowable disease might eventually yield
interesting answers.
Kircher did not believe that the imagination could conjure up plague, though he warned
about the power of fear to render people susceptible to disease. He disabused his readers
from thinking that magic (or really much of anything) might offer a cure, citing his
extensive knowledge of Egyptian amulets in his Egyptian Oedipus. Kircher reproduced a
“superstitious amulet” that he roundly condemned and provided readers with a virtuoso
demonstration of his skill at deciphering a pestilential cryptogram (fig. 7).66 He was
skeptical of promethean efforts to control the supernatural and eager to debunk their false
premises.67
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Figure 7. Kircher deciphers a plague amulet. Countway Library, Harvard University.

Instead, Kircher warmly endorsed the toad amulets worn by physicians and priests in the
lazaretto as the best preventive because the rough skin of the toad resembled that of plague
victims, making it a sympathetic cure.68 This was natural, not diabolic, magic. On July 22,
1656, the young priest Gregorio Barbarigo, assigned to monitor public health in Trastevere,
had a conversation with Kircher about where to procure toad pills.69 Kircher gave him the
name of a Venetian physician also known for his viper’s powder, suggesting that Roman
supplies of the most desirable prophylactics were running low. The physician and surgeon
working with Barbarigo to police public health died the next week, so his request was a
matter of real urgency.70 Kircher was indeed a good source of information about plague
medicines due to his broad network of acquaintances. Their exchange reminds us that
Kircher was not under strict quarantine; he was having conversations with a young priest,
who rose high to become a cardinal and bishop of Padua (and ultimately a saint in 1960,
though not for doing his job during the Roman plague). Only one letter survives in
Barbarigo’s hand in Kircher’s correspondence, written long after their encounter in the
plague-ridden city, yet this was certainly a shared memory.71
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Most importantly, Kircher offered his own contributions to the idea of contagion, a subject
pioneered especially by the Renaissance physician Girolamo Fracastoro, whose work he
curiously did not cite.72 Kircher was an enthusiastic reader of Lucretius’ ancient philosophy
of materialism and its Renaissance revival. The “seeds of plague” (pestis semina) were like
tiny specks of dust, poisonous atoms or imperceptible corpuscles subtly entering the body
through a variety of different sources that harbored the potential to activate disease under
the right conditions. Heat and decay were essential to this process. Borrowing Fracastoro’s
word fomites, Kircher found himself searching for the tinder that ignited disease,
transforming dormant substance into “living effluvia.”73 This is what he hoped to magnify
to the point of visibility. He compared the effect to a serpent snaking its way through the
body, spreading its poison. “Plague is, in general, a living thing,” Kircher ominously
proclaimed, emphasizing the way in which the sick and the dead often infected the
healthy.74 Rather like the voracious Demogorgon of Stranger Things, plague was “a slow,
viscous malignant rot with a stench” that lived underground awaiting its opportunity to
infiltrate the surface and ensnare a succession of human prey.75 The best prophylactics
absorbed and neutralized pestilential corruption, from the lowly garlic, vinegar, aromatic
herbs and flowers, to elaborate recipes for making rose water, mineral and citrus oils, and
especially toad pills.

Jesuit Censors and Medical Knowledge
Kircher’s plague treatise was not without its critics. In May 1657, Jesuit censors initially
refused to approve his book, citing his lack of medical credentials. In the preceding century,
Saint Ignatius excluded medicine from the curriculum of the Jesuit colleges outlined in his
Constitutions, as a subject peripheral to the central mission of the Society of Jesus.76 Jesuits
produced some vernacular plague treatises in 1577, but they were overwhelmingly
concerned with spiritual measures to combat disease rather than plague science.77 Two of
the three censors, François le Roy and François Duneau, were unequivocal in their jointlyauthored condemnation of Kircher’s Examination of Plague. Despite his use of the
microscope, they found few new insights “since the most part of the things contained in it
are common and obvious enough.”78 They did not feel he was qualified to write on this
subject. The third censor, Celidonio Arbizio, was more lenient. He approved the parts of
the book dealing with natural philosophy, with some corrections, since they fell within
Kircher’s areas of expertise. Arbizio felt that if the medical portions “were examined and
approved by some eminent physician,” he would not object to their publication.79
The Superior General Goswin Nickel encouraged Kircher to follow this advice. In summer
1657, Kircher collected effusive testimonials from three leading Roman physicians,
Giovanni Benedetto Sinabaldi, Paolo Zacchia, and Girolamo Baldi, who were presumably
less busy tending patients as the epidemic subsided. They appeared right after Kircher’s
preface to the reader, along with a reference to his consultation with a fourth physician, the
English Catholic James Alban Gibbes, who was professor of rhetoric at La Sapienza.
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Baldi’s and Zacchia’s testimonials still exist in manuscript in Rome, as a reminder of
Kircher’s eagerness to have his plague treatise published.80 On July 23, 1657, all three
censors approved the final version of Kircher’s book; the Superior General Goswin Nickel
authorized its publication on November 1, 1657.81
During the epidemic, Kircher managed to discuss the genesis of his plague treatise and the
role of the microscope in understanding the nature of disease with the Dresden physician
and alchemist August Hauptmann. In February 1657, Hauptmann sent a lengthy account
of pathology research undertaken with other German colleagues. He shared a pamphlet he
published in 1650 in which he used a microscope to explore whether all fevers were caused
by tiny worms in the blood, in support of his hypothesis that living organisms within the
body caused the death of the body itself.82 He recommended the Christian convert Pedro
de Castro’s recent book on malignant fevers to Kircher. Hauptmann expressed great
enthusiasm for the medical potential of the microscope and included his own drawing of
an itch mite, the parasitic organism that causes scabies (fig. 8).83 This was the letter held
up during the Roman quarantine and presumably fumigated with vinegar and smoke before
delivery.

Figure 8. August Hauptmann’s drawing of an itch-mite, sent to Kircher on February 28,
1657. Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek
Sachsen-Anhalt.

When Kircher was finally able to respond in July 1657, Hauptmann got a full preview of
Kircher’s work in progress, then just days from receiving the Jesuit censors’ final approval
for publication. He encouraged Kircher to complete his plague book and quickly published
Kircher’s response with his own letter, inserting them in his book on German mineral
waters.84 Hauptmann’s effusive praise for the Examination of Plague when he received a
copy in fall 1658 reminds us that not everyone was as skeptical of his efforts as the two
critical Jesuit censors. Of course, Hauptmann was surely pleased to see his own work cited
in Kircher’s book!85 There were indeed physicians beyond Rome wondering if Kircher
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would make an important discovery. Kircher was enthralled with the potential of
experimental philosophy. “It reveals new theaters of unknown truth in the present age,” he
told Hauptmann with his characteristic enthusiasm.86 He considered the microscope a tool
of light to diminish the long shadow of human ignorance.
With the end of quarantine, Kircher fully resumed his correspondence. The Examination
of Plague soon became part of his conversations with other scholars. The Bohemian
physician Marcus Marci read it while traveling from Prague to Frankfurt in summer 1658.
In Puebla, the Jesuit François Guillot (writing under his Spanish name Francisco Ximenes)
was so thrilled to receive Kircher’s “book on plague” in 1661 that he sent a box of Mexican
chocolate and chile peppers to Rome. The German medical community was by far the most
enthusiastic, the English and French physicians more apt to be critical. Professors wrote
that they were teaching Kircher’s Examination of Plague in Jena and replicating his
observations with their own microscopes.87 The Leipzig medical professor Christian
Lange, who worked closely with Hauptmann, republished Kircher’s book in 1659 with a
preface recommending it to his students. Two reprints appeared in Leipzig in 1671 and
1674, followed by a German translation by Lange’s son, Christian Johann in 1680.88
In May 1664, the French physician, diplomat, and experimenter Balthasar de Monconys
visited Kircher in Rome. He was very interested in scientific instruments, artisanal secrets,
and medical recipes, writing extensively about them during his many years of traveling
throughout western Europe and the Levant. Kircher was putting the finishing touches on
his Subterranean World and generously shared his research with this curious and wellinformed visitor from Lyon. Monconys learned how to generate flies in an hour by
sprinkling powder of dried flies into rainwater. The mysteries of spontaneous generation
figured prominently in their discussions; naturally this led to a conversation about
Kircher’s recent plague research. “He told me that it has been tested that plague buboes
were full of worms which the air is full of in the time of plague, but the majority are so
small that one hardly sees them with the microscope, by means of which one sees the least
small.”89 Six years after the publication of his book, Kircher’s explanation of the boundary
between the visible and the invisible shows him hedging his bets. He had a theory of
contagion and corruption, and he had his microscopic observations. Putting the two
together, however, still left some gaps in explanation.
During the 1660s Kircher was working primarily with his Amsterdam publisher
Jansonnius, expanding the audiences for his books. In 1669, Rotterdam publisher Abraham
van Waesberge, a relative of Jansonnius’ son-in-law, Johannes Jansonnius van Waesberge,
who ran the press with other family members after 1664, produced a Dutch translation of
the Examination of Plague. It is the only edition of this book to have an illustrated title
page presenting Kircher as a great interpreter of the Roman plague (fig. 9). When Gastaldi
final compiled his monumental account of the Roman plague in 1684, he cited Kircher’s
work approvingly.90 The final Latin edition was printed in Augburg in 1740. By then the
rest of the world had long forgotten Kircher’s plague treatise.
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Figure 9. Kircher as Roman plague expert, 1669. Athanasius Kircher, Naturelijke en
geneeskonstige navorsching der peste (Rotterdam, 1669). New York Academy of
Medicine Library.

Microscopic Discoveries
What had Kircher seen under his microscope? Pus cells, possibly red blood cells or
something else? This became a burning question—not in the 17th century but by the early
20th century when physicians began to search for the origins of germ theory and
rediscovered the Examination of Plague.91 Exasperated by Kircher’s excessively erudite
and rhetorical style of writing, British physician and medical historian Charles Singer, who
briefly worked as a pathologist in the Royal Army Medical Corps during World War One,
nonetheless concluded the following about Kircher: “In his work on the Plague, however,
he shows genuine insight, and gains a clear though distorted view of organisms of minute
size acting as the vehicles of contagion.”92
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Microscopic organisms only became more important, especially after the publication of
Robert Hooke’s Micrographia (1665).93 In May 1684, the Philosophical Transactions
published Antoni van Leeuwenhoek’s observations of spittle, dental plaque, nose hairs,
and cuticles under the microscope that he sent in a letter addressed to the Royal Society of
London on September 17, 1683. For several years, the Dutch microscopist had been trying
to see “if there be any Animals dispersed in our Body.”94 Diffusing his samples in
rainwater, he saw numerous tiny creatures in motion that had previously been invisible
even to this patient and astute observer, drawing bacteria for the first time (fig. 10).
Leeuwenhoek also observed porous skin, leading him to consider “how a Louse, Flea, or
other insect may thrust his sting or snout into the skin.”95 He did not yet connect these two
observations to the transmission of disease.

Figure 10a. Leeuwenhoek’s drawings of bacteria from the human body. Figure 10b. Detail
of bacteria. “An abstract of a Letter from Mr. Anthony Leeuwenhoeck at Delft…”, Special
Collections, Stanford University Library.

In Florence, the Medici court physician Francesco Redi, who famously debunked Kircher’s
ideas of spontaneous generation in his Esperienze intorno alla generazione degli insetti
(Experiments on the Generation of Insects, 1668), was exploring the role of parasites in
various illnesses. He published around a hundred observations of parasites in humans and
animals in his Osservazioni intorno agli animali viventi che si trovano negli animali viventi
(Observations on Living Animals Found within Living Animals, 1684), the same year that
Leeuwenhoek’s drawing appeared in print.96 Redi was among the first physicians to begin
to consider how to treat parasitic diseases and the microscope played a crucial role in these
developments. Other researchers continued to observe blood. Marcello Malpighi, Jan
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Swammerdam and his friend Leeuwenhoek described red blood cells during the late 1660s
and 1670s. Leeuwenhoek finally illustrated them in 1695.97
News of these microscopic discoveries arrived unevenly in different parts of the world.
When Johann Zahn, canon of the Premonstratensian monastery of Oberzell near Würzburg,
published his Oculis artificialis teledioptricus sive Telescopium (The Long-Distance
Artificial Eye or Telescope, 1685), he had not yet absorbed Leeuwenhoek’s numerous
innovations. Kircher remained his primary authority on the nature and use of the
microscope based on reading the Great Art of Light and Shadow, Examination of Plague,
and Subterranean World; Zahn also cited Hauptmann’s observations of gangrene in
syphilitic patients.98 By the time Zahn published his enlarged second edition in 1702, he
gave priority to Leeuwenhoek’s numerous important observations. Yet he still considered
Jesuit microscopy important enough to include images of the Roman College Museum
microscopes in a new appendix.99
Inspired in no small part by Leeuwenhoek’s discoveries with his handheld microscope, the
Roman instrument-maker Giuseppe Campani presented a new compound microscope to
the Accademia fisico-matematica, a Roman experimental academy founded in 1675. In the
July 1686 issue of the Acta eruditorum, a Leipzig journal with an international readership,
Campani advertised the medical uses of his microscope in a letter addressed to the Vatican
librarian, Emanuel Schelstratenus (fig. 11).100

Caption: Figure 11. Giuseppe Campani’s compound microscopes designed for medical
diagnosis. Special Collections, Stanford University Library.
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Here we see someone explicitly using a small compound microscope to observe a lesion in
a patient’s leg illuminated by an assistant. A third observer holds a microscope in midair
while an enlarged version sits upright on its stand. Campani encouraged physicians to think
of the microscope as a truly versatile instrument. He cited the benefits of using a
microscope to inspect “wounds and gashes” in the living body as well as the “the very
smallest parts” of every limb and organ.101 One suspects that the papal physician Luca Riva
used a Campani microscope to do his autopsy of Innocent XII on September 28, 1700.102
The 85-year-old pope did not die of plague, but the postmortem suggested that colon cancer
probably contributed to his demise. Kircher certainly would have approved of this new use
of the microscope.
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